### CWRUbotix

"Tamatoa"

CWRUbotix ROV Team Photo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Total Hours</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6,137.87</td>
<td>1,575</td>
<td>18.0 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Dimensions

60 cm W \( \times \) 56 cm L \( \times \) 28 cm H

#### Safety Features

- 30A Fused Power System
- Tether Strain Relief
- Thruster Guards

#### Special Features

- Stainless-Steel Frame
- 2x Pneumatic Manipulators
- Custom 8600 cm³ Electronics Bay
- Modular In-House Electronics

#### Distance Traveled to Worlds:

1338 mi (2153.30 km)

---

Front Row:
- Rucha Batchu - Mechanical Design '24
- Oliva Gatchall - Mechanical Design '24
- Georgia Martinez - Software Design '25
- Eric Cheng - Mechanical Design '23
- Noah Mollerstuen - Team Lead/CEO '25
- Julianna Carreras - Mechanical Lead '24

Middle Row:
- Maxwell Rollins - Mechanical Design '25
- Henry Odza - Hardware Design
- Cole Mousa - Hardware Lead '23
- Dean Chapman - Mechanical Design '26
- Brian Wood - Mechanical Design '24
- Ben Poulin - Software Lead '25

Back Row:
- Luke Sharp - Mechanical Design '26
- Cole Judson - Hardware Design '25
- Ben Kwiatkowski - Hardware Design '25
- Tobias Cowl - Hardware Design '25
- Michael Carlstrom - Software Design '24
- Eric Yarnot - Software/Hardware Design '26
- Tyler Zupfer - CFO/Software Design '26

---

Not Pictured:
- Minh Phan - Hardware Design '26
- Ashraf Ibraheem - Software Design '26
- Shawn Jung - Software Design '24
- Richard Tsai - Software Design